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Walter Benjamin's magnum opus was a book he did
not live to write. In The Dialectics of Seeing, Susan
Buck-Morss offers an inventive reconstruction of the
Passagen Werk, or Arcades Project, as it might have
taken form. Working with Benjamin's vast files of
citations and commentary which contain a myriad of
historical details from the dawn of consumer culture,
Buck-Morss makes visible the conceptual structure
that gives these fragments philosophical coherence.
She uses images throughout the book to
demonstrate that Benjamin took the debris of mass
culture seriously as the source of philosophical truth.
The Paris Arcades that so fascinated Benjamin (as
they did the Surrealists whose "materialist
metaphysics" he admired) were the prototype, the
19th century "ur-form" of the modern shopping mall.
Benjamin's dialectics of seeing demonstrate how to
read these consumer dream houses and so many
other material objects of the time—from air balloons
to women's fashions, from Baudelaire's poetry to
Grandville's cartoons—as anticipations of social
utopia and, simultaneously, as clues for a radical
political critique. Buck-Morss plots Benjamin's
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west, north and south—Moscow Paris, Berlin-
Naples—and shows how such thinking in coordinates
can explain his understanding of "dialectics at a
standstill." She argues for the continuing relevance
of Benjamin's insights but then allows a set of
"afterimages" to have the last word.
This illuminating study of Benjamin’s final essay
helps unlock the mystery of this great philosopher
Revolutionary critic of the philosophy of progress,
nostalgic of the past yet dreaming of the future,
romantic partisan of materialism—Walter Benjamin is
in every sense of the word an “unclassifiable”
philosopher. His essay “On the Concept of History”
was written in a state of urgency, as he attempted to
escape the Gestapo in 1940, before finally
committing suicide. In this scrupulous, clear and
fascinating examination of this essay, Michael Löwy
argues that it remains one of the most important
philosophical and political writings of the twentieth
century. Looking in detail at Benjamin’s celebrated
but often mysterious text, and restoring the
philosophical, theological and political context, Löwy
highlights the complex relationship between
redemption and revolution in Benjamin’s philosophy
of history.
The Dialectics of SeeingWalter Benjamin and the
Arcades ProjectMIT Press
Religion and cinema share a capacity for world
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sacred time and space. Through cinematography,
mise-en-scène, editing, and other production
activities, film takes the world “out there” and
refashions it. Religion achieves similar ends by
setting apart particular objects and periods of time,
telling stories, and gathering people together for
communal actions and concentrated focus. The
result of both cinema and religious practice is a re-
created world: a world of fantasy, a world of
ideology, a world we long to live in, or a world we
wish to avoid at all costs. Religion and Film
introduces readers to both religious studies and film
studies by focusing on the formal similarities
between cinema and religious practices and on the
ways they each re-create the world. Explorations of
film show how the cinematic experience relies on
similar aesthetic devices on which religious rituals
have long relied: sight, sound, the taste of food, the
body, and communal experience. Meanwhile, a
deeper understanding of the aesthetic nature of
religious rituals can alter our understanding of film
production. Utilizing terminology and theoretical
insights from the study of religion as well as the
study of film, Religion and Film shows that by paying
attention to the ways films are constructed, we can
shed new light on the ways religious myths and
rituals are constructed and vice versa. This
thoroughly revised and expanded new edition is
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religion as well as film departments. In addition to
two new chapters, this edition has been restructured
into three distinct sections that offer students and
instructors theories and methods for thinking about
cinema in ways that more fully connect film studies
with religious studies.
This is a lucid study of Walter Benjamin's lifelong
fascination with the city and forms of metropolitan
experience, highlighting the relevance of Benjamin's
work to our contemporary understanding of
modernity.
"A genuine contribution to the literature . . . important
especially to specialists in Continental philosophy
but also to historians, literary theorists, and others
who read recent European philosophy and who thus
would want to think through the problem of the
hegemony of vision."—David Hoy, University of
California, Santa Cruz
"Though it reads like a suspense novel, Escape
through the Pyrenees is Lisa Fittko's extraordinary
memoir of life as an "enemy alien" in France before
and after the German invasion of 1940. Fittko and
her husband, Hans, were Jewish leftists in Berlin
who became active members of the anti-Fascist
German resistance. In 1933, they fled the Gestapo
to what they thought was the safety of France. To
the French authorities, however, they and thousands
of other German émigrés represented a grave
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and crowded into concentration camps."--Back
cover.
Culture is an important mediator between behavior
and the environment, impacting on social
participation and environmental action, and thus in
turn on sustainable development. It is also of great
significance in shaping our quality of life within the
context of globalization, both in urban and rural
areas.In this volume, renowned researchers from
around the world and from a variety of disciplines,
including psychology, architecture, design, and
urban planning, take a global perspective in looking
at the implications of culture and cultural differences
for our quality of life and the way in which people
interact. These implications are illustrated using real-
world examples.The contributions, carefully selected
and edited from presentations at the 17th
Conference of the International Association for
People-Environment Studies (IAPS) held in A
Coruna, Spain, deal with the following main themes:
Culture, quality of life, and globalization
Environmental action and participation Urban
sustainability and cultural diversity Children and the
environment The elderly and the environmentA
useful tool for researchers, students, and those
involved in decision-making processes, this book
should contribute to the improved management of
environmental resources within a framework of
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In this book, Alison Ross engages in a detailed study of
Walter Benjamin’s concept of the image, exploring the
significant shifts in Benjamin’s approach to the topic
over the course of his career. Using Kant’s treatment of
the topic of sensuous form in his aesthetics as a
comparative reference, Ross argues that Benjamin’s
thinking on the image undergoes a major shift between
his 1924 essay on ‘Goethe’s Elective Affinities,’ and his
work on The Arcades Project from 1927 up until his
death in 1940. The two periods of Benjamin’s writing
share a conception of the image as a potent sensuous
force able to provide a frame of existential meaning. In
the earlier period this function attracts Benjamin’s critical
attention, whereas in the later he mobilises it for
revolutionary outcomes. The book gives a critical
treatment of the shifting assumptions in Benjamin’s
writing about the image that warrant this altered view. It
draws on hermeneutic studies of meaning, scholarship in
the history of religions and key texts from the modern
history of aesthetics to track the reversals and
contradictions in the meaning functions that Benjamin
attaches to the image in the different periods of his
thinking. Above all, it shows the relevance of a critical
consideration of Benjamin’s writing on the image for
scholarship in visual culture, critical theory, aesthetics
and philosophy more broadly.
The Arcades Project (1927-40), the monumental
unfinished work of cultural criticism by Walter Benjamin,
is the German philosopher's effort to comprehend urban
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arcade. The Arcades: Contemporary Art and Walter
Benjamin combines artworks with archival materials and
poetic interventions to form an original, multifaceted
response to this collagelike cultural text. Jens Hoffmann
astutely pairs works by thirty-six well-known and
emerging artists, including Lee Friedlander, Andreas
Gursky, Pierre Huyghe, and Cindy Sherman, with the
thirty-six "Convolutes," or themes, in Benjamin's text.
Bound into the main volume is a graphic novelette, from
the imagination of Vito Manolo Roma, of Benjamin's
dream the night before he committed suicide while
fleeing the Nazis. Scholarly essays by Hoffmann and
Caroline A. Jones, texts selected by the poet Kenneth
Goldsmith, reproductions of Benjamin's handwritten
notes, and a list of the main Paris arcades discussed by
him round out this extraordinary publication.
Walter Benjamin is universally recognised as one of the
key thinkers of modernity: his writings on politics,
language, literature, media, theology and law have had
an incalculable influence on contemporary thought. Yet
the problem of architecture in and for Benjamin's work
remains relatively underexamined. Does Benjamin's
project have an architecture and, if so, how does this
architecture affect the explicit propositions that he offers
us? In what ways are Benjamin's writings centrally
caught up with architectural concerns, from the
redevelopment of major urban centres to the movements
that individuals can make within the new spaces of
modern cities? How can Benjamin's theses help us to
understand the secret architectures of the present? This
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of innovative ways, collecting essays by both well-known
and emerging scholars on time in cinema, the problem of
kitsch, the design of graves and tombs, the orders of
road-signs, childhood experience in modern cities, and
much more. Engaged, interdisciplinary, bristling with
insights, the essays in this collection will constitute an
indispensable supplement to the work of Walter
Benjamin, as well as providing a guide to some of the
obscurities of our own present.
Susan Buck-Morss asks: What does revolution look like
today? How will the idea of revolution survive the
inadequacy of the formula, “progress = modernization
through industrialization,” to which it has owed its
political life? Socialism plus computer technology, citizen
resistance plus a global agenda of concerns,
revolutionary commitment to practices that are socially
experimental and inclusive of difference—these are new
forces being mobilized to make another future possible.
Revolution Today celebrates the new political subjects
that are organizing thousands of grass roots movements
to fight racial and gender violence, state-led terrorism,
and capitalist exploitation of people and the planet
worldwide. The twenty-first century has already
witnessed unprecedented popular mobilizations.
Unencumbered by old dogmas, mobilizations of
opposition are not only happening, they are gaining
support and developing a global consciousness in the
process. They are themselves a chain of signifiers,
creating solidarity across language, religion, ethnicity,
gender, and every other difference. Trans-local
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authoritarianism and anti-immigrant upsurge that has
followed is a reaction against the amazing visual power
of millions of citizens occupying public space in defiance
of state power. We cannot know how to act politically
without seeing others act. This book provides
photographic evidence of that fact, while making us
aware of how much of the new revolutionary vernacular
we already share. Susan Buck-Morss is distinguished
professor of political philosophy at the CUNY Graduate
Center, NYC. Her work crosses disciplines, including art
history, architecture, comparative literature, cultural
studies, German studies, philosophy, history, and visual
culture.
Does philosophical critique have a future? What are its
possibilities, limits and presuppositions? This collection
by outstanding scholars from various traditions, responds
to these questions by examining the forms of
philosophical critique that have shaped continental
thought from Spinoza and Kant to Marx, Foucault,
Derrida and Rancière.
Following the spirit of Benjamin's Arcades Project, this
book acts as a kaleidoscope of change in the 21st
century, tracing its different reflections in the international
contemporary while seeking to understand
individual/collective reactions to change through a series
of creative methodologies.
"The Australian Constitution contains no guarantee of
freedom of religion or freedom of conscience. Indeed, it
contains very few provisions dealing with rights — in
essence, it is a Constitution that confines itself mainly to
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out the various powers of government and limiting them
as between federal and state governments and the three
branches of government without attempting to define the
rights of citizens except in minor respects. […] Whether
Australia should have a national bill of rights has been a
controversial issue for quite some time. This is despite
the fact that Australia has acceded to the ICCPR, as well
as the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, thereby
accepting an international obligation to bring Australian
law into line with the ICCPR, an obligation that Australia
has not discharged. Australia is the only country in the
Western world without a national bill of rights.4 The
chapters that follow in this book debate the situation in
Australia and in various other Western jurisdictions.'
From Foreword by The Hon Sir Anthony Mason AC KBE:
Human Rights and Courts
A new interpretation of the work of one of the major
critical thinkers of the twentieth century
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and Race provides-
up- to-date explanation and analyses by leading scholars
in African American philosophy and philosophy of race.
Fifty-one original essays cover major topics from
intellectual history to contemporary social controversies
in this emerging philosophical subfield that supports
demographic inclusion and emphasizes cultural
relevance.
An all-star cast of radical intellectuals discuss the
continued importance of communist principles In 2009
Slavoj Žižek brought together an acclaimed group of
intellectuals to discuss the continued relevance of
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audience of over 1,000 people. The discussion has
continued across the world and this book gathers
responses from the conference in Seoul. It includes the
interventions of regular contributors Alain Badiou and
Slavoj Žižek, as well as work from across Asia, notably
from Chinese scholar Wang Hui, offering regional
perspectives on communism in an era of global
economic crisis and political upheaval.
Views from one of the most original cultural critics of the
twentieth century, Walter Benjamin
Renowned critical theorist Susan Buck-Morss argues
convincingly that a global public needs to think past the
twin insanities of terrorism and counter-terrorism in order
to dismantle regressive intellectual barriers. Surveying
the widespread literature on the relationship of Islam to
modernity, she reveals that there is surprising overlap
where scholars commonly and simplistically see
antithesis. Thinking Past Terror situates this engagement
with the study of Islam among critical contemporary
discourses—feminism, post-colonialism and the critique of
determinism. Reminding us powerfully that domination
and consensus are maintained not by the lack of
opposing ideas but by the disorganization of dissent,
Thinking Past Terror presents the empowering idea of a
global counter-culture as a very real possibility. If the
language of a global, radically cosmopolitan Left is not
presumed but its attainment struggled for, if the Leftist
project is itself this struggle, then democracy defines its
very core.
One of the most significant cultural documents of the
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unfinished Arcades Project has had a remarkable impact
on present-day cultural theory, urban studies, cultural
studies and literary interpretation. Originally designed as
a panoramic study chronicling the rise and decline of the
Parisian shopping arcades, Benjamin's work combines
imaginative peregrinations through the changing city-
scape of nineteenth-century Paris with passages that
read like a blueprint for a new cultural theory of
modernity. Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project
provides the first comprehensive introduction to this
extraordinary work accessible to English-language
readers. The diverse range of issues explored include
the nature of collecting, the anatomy of melancholy, the
flâneur, the physiognomy of ruins, the dialectical image,
Benjamin's relation to Baudelaire, the practice of history-
writing, and modernity and architecture. Contributors
include Susan Buck-Morss, Stanley Cavell, Jonathan
Culler, Brigid Doherty, Barbara Johnson, Esther Leslie,
Gerhard Richter, Andrew Benjamin, Howard Caygill,
Beatrice Hanssen, Detlef Mertins, Elissa Marder, Tyrus
Miller, and Irving Wohlfarth
Few twentieth-century thinkers have proven as influential
as Walter Benjamin, the German-Jewish philosopher and
cultural and literary critic. Richard Wolin's book remains
among the clearest and most insightful introductions to
Benjamin's writings, offering a philosophically rich
exposition of his complex relationship to Adorno, Brecht,
Jewish Messianism, and Western Marxism. Wolin
provides nuanced interpretations of Benjamin's widely
studied writings on Baudelaire, historiography, and art in
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Introduction written especially for this edition, Wolin
discusses the unfinished Arcades Project, as well as
recent tendencies in the reception of Benjamin's work
and the relevance of his ideas to contemporary debates
about modernity and postmodernity.
Reclaiming the first century as common ground rather
than the origin of deeply entrenched differences:
liberating the past to speak to us in another way.
Conventional readings of antiquity cast Athens against
Jerusalem, with Athens standing in for "reason" and
Jerusalem for "faith." And yet, Susan Buck-Morss
reminds us, recent scholarship has overturned this
separation. Naming the first century as a zero
point--"year one"--that divides time into before and after
is equally arbirtrary, nothing more than a convenience
that is empirically meaningless. In YEAR 1, Buck-Morss
liberates the first century so it can speak to us in another
way, reclaiming it as common ground rather than the
origin of deeply entrenched differences. Buck-Morss
aims to topple various conceptual givens that have
shaped modernity as an episteme and led us into some
unhelpful postmodern impasses. She approaches the
first century through the writings of three thinkers often
marginalized in current discourse: Flavius Josephus,
historian of the Judaean war; the neo-Platonic
philosopher Philo of Alexandria; and John of Patmos,
author of Revelation, the last book of the Christian Bible.
Also making appearances are Antigone and John
Coltrane, Plato and Bulwer-Lytton, al-Farabi and Jean
Anouilh, Nicholas of Cusa and Zora Neale Hurston--not
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Derrida. Buck-Morss shows that we need no longer
partition history as if it were a homeless child in need of
the protective wisdom of Solomon. Those inhabiting the
first century belong together in time, and therefore not to
us.
Walter Benjamin (1896-1940) has been called by
Hannah Arendt the "greatest critic of the century." While
an increasing number of Anglo-American literary critics
draw upon Benjamin's writings in their own works, their
colleagues in the philosophical community remain
relatively unacquainted with his legacy. In the European
intellectual world, by contrast, Benjamin's critical
epistemological program, his philosophies of history and
language, and his aesthetics have long since become
part of philosophical discourse. The present collection of
articles, many of which were contained in earlier versions
in the Winter 1983 special issue of the journal The
Philosophical Forum, initiates the project of establishing
Benjamin's importance to philosophy. A balance of
original work by Benjamin and important commentary on
his works, this volume includes the crucial chapter from
Benjamin's magnum opus The Arcades Project, his
"Program of the Coming Philosophy," and "Central Park,"
as well as essays by leading scholars (including Theodor
W. Adorno, Leo Lowenthal, and Rolf Tiedemann) that
treat single philosophical themes and relate his ideas to
those of other thinkers such as Gadamer, Goodmann,
and Rosenzweig. Gary Smith's introduction to the
volume provides an extremely useful and sophisticated
entrée for readers unaccustomed to the breadth of
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informative summation of the contents of the volume.
This book will be of interest to philosophers, literary
theorists, art historians, anthropologists, and other social
scientists.
A proposal for an interdisciplinary, context-sensitive
framework for assessing the strength of scientific
arguments that melds Jürgen Habermas's discourse
theory and sociological contextualism. Recent years
have seen a series of intense, increasingly
acrimonious debates over the status and legitimacy
of the natural sciences. These “science wars” take
place in the public arena—with current battles over
evolution and global warming—and in academia,
where assumptions about scientific objectivity have
been called into question. Given these hostilities,
what makes a scientific claim merit our
consideration? In Cogent Science in Context,
William Rehg examines what makes scientific
arguments cogent—that is, strong and
convincing—and how we should assess that cogency.
Drawing on the tools of argumentation theory, Rehg
proposes a multidimensional, context-sensitive
framework both for understanding the cogency of
scientific arguments and for conducting cooperative
interdisciplinary assessments of the cogency of
actual scientific arguments. Rehg closely examines
Jürgen Habermas's argumentation theory and its
implications for understanding cogency, applying it to
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problems, however, beset Habermas's approach. In
response, Rehg outlines his own “critical
contextualist” approach, which uses argumentation-
theory categories in a new and more context-
sensitive way inspired by ethnography of science.
This is Habermas's long awaited work on law,
democracy and the modern constitutional state in
which he develops his own account of the nature of
law and democracy.
How to Critique Authoritarian Populism surveys
methodologies of the early Frankfurt School in
dialectics, psychoanalysis, human subjects research,
and media discourse studies, and shows how their
techniques can be used to address the rise of
authoritarianism today.
"Queer Constellations investigates the dreams and
catastrophes of recent urban history viewed through
new queer narratives of inner-city life. The "gay
village," "gay mecca," ""gai Paris," the "lesbian
flaneur," the "lesbian boheme"--these and other
urban phantasmagoria feature paradoxically in this
volume as figures of revolutionary utopia and
commodity spectacle, as fossilized archetypes of
social transformation and ruins of haunting cultural
potential. Dianne Chisholm introduces readers to
new practices of walking, seeing, citing, and
remembering the city in works by Neil Bartlett,
Samuel Delany, Robert Gluck, Alan Hollinghurst,
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Edmund White, and David Wojnarowicz. Reading
these authors with reference to the history,
sociology, geography, and philosophy of space,
particularly to the everyday avant-garde production
and practice of urban space, Chisholm reveals
how--and how effectively--queer narrative
documentary resembles and reassembles Walter
Benjamin's constellations of Paris, "capital of the
nineteenth century." Considering experimental queer
writing in critical conjunction with Benjamin's city
writing, the book shows how a queer perspective on
inner-city reality exposes contradictions otherwise
obscured by mythic narratives of progress. If
Benjamin regards the Paris arcade as a microcosm
of high capitalism, wherein the (un)making of
industrial society is perceived retrospectively, in
contemporary queer narrative we see the sexually
charged and commodity-entranced space of the gay
bathhouse as a microcosm of late capitalism and as
an exemplary site for excavating the contradictions
of mass sex. In Chisholm's book we discover
how,looking back on the ruins of queer mecca, queer
authors return to Benjamin to advance his "dialectics
of seeing"; how they cruise the paradoxes of market
capital, blasting a queer era out of the homogeneous
course of history.
Critiquing the arcades of nineteenth-century
Paris--glass-roofed rows of shops that served as
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1920s and 1930s, covers thirty-six still-trenchant
topics, including fashion, boredom, photography,
advertising, and prostitution, among others.
This volume contains a new translation, with a
historical introduction by the translators, of two works
written under the pseudonym Johannes Climacus.
Through Climacus, Kierkegaard contrasts the
paradoxes of Christianity with Greek and modern
philosophical thinking. In Philosophical Fragments
he begins with Greek Platonic philosophy, exploring
the implications of venturing beyond the Socratic
understanding of truth acquired through recollection
to the Christian experience of acquiring truth through
grace. Published in 1844 and not originally planned
to appear under the pseudonym Climacus, the book
varies in tone and substance from the other works so
attributed, but it is dialectically related to them, as
well as to the other pseudonymous writings. The
central issue of Johannes Climacus is doubt.
Probably written between November 1842 and April
1843 but unfinished and published only
posthumously, this book was described by
Kierkegaard as an attack on modern speculative
philosophy by "means of the melancholy irony, which
did not consist in any single utterance on the part of
Johannes Climacus but in his whole life. . . .
Johannes does what we are told to do--he actually
doubts everything--he suffers through all the pain of
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conscience. When he has gone as far in that
direction as he can go and wants to come back, he
cannot do so. . . . Now he despairs, his life is
wasted, his youth is spent in these deliberations. Life
does not acquire any meaning for him, and all this is
the fault of philosophy." A note by Kierkegaard
suggests how he might have finished the work:
"Doubt is conquered not by the system but by faith,
just as it is faith that has brought doubt into the
world!."
Lindroos constructs an alternative interpretation on
history, time, politics and art, approached through
the moment of the Now (Jetztzeit). In the first
section, she elaborates the critique of chronologic-
linear way of understanding history. Through a close
reading of Benjamin's "Work of Art" essay, the
second section examines the problems of origins,
authenticity and traditions of art through the ideas of
artistic avant-garde and politicization of aesthetics.
The end of the book discusses the concept of image
and the new images as an Image-Space (Bildraum)
of action.
In this path-breaking work, Susan Buck-Morss draws
new connections between history, inequality, social
conflict, and human emancipation. Hegel, Haiti, and
Universal History offers a fundamental
reinterpretation of Hegel's master-slave dialectic and
points to a way forward to free critical theoretical
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Historicizing the thought of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel and the actions taken in the Haitian
Revolution, Buck-Morss examines the startling
connections between the two and challenges us to
widen the boundaries of our historical imagination.
She finds that it is in the discontinuities of historical
flow, the edges of human experience, and the
unexpected linkages between cultures that the
possibility to transcend limits is discovered. It is
these flashes of clarity that open the potential for
understanding in spite of cultural differences. What
Buck-Morss proposes amounts to a "new
humanism," one that goes beyond the usual
ideological implications of such a phrase to embrace
a radical neutrality that insists on the permeability of
the space between opposing sides and as it reaches
for a common humanity.--publisher description.
The last decade has seen a new wave of interest in
philosophical and theoretical circles in the writings of Walter
Benjamin. In Body-and Image-Space Sigrid Weigel, one of
Germany's leading feminist theorists and a renowned
commentator on the work of Walter Benjamin, argues that the
reception of his work has so far overlooked a crucial aspect of
his thought - his use of images. Weigel shows that it is
precisely his practice of thinking in images that holds the key
to understanding the full complexity, richness and topicality of
Benjamin's theory.
Walter Benjamin's collection of fragments, Theses on the
Philosophy of History, play a determining role in how his
thought is understood, as well as in the debate about the
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and History is the first volume to give access to the themes
and problems raised by the Theses, providing valuable
exegetical and historical work on the text. The essays
collected here are all the work of noted Benjamin scholars,
and pursue the themes central to the Theses.
The dream of the twentieth century was the construction of
mass utopia. As thecentury closes, this dream is being left
behind; the belief that industrial modernization can bringabout
the good society by overcoming material scarcity for all has
been challenged by thedisintegration of European socialism,
capitalist restructuring, and ecological constraints. Thelarger
social vision has given way to private dreams of material
happiness and to politicalcynicism.Developing the notion of
dreamworld as both a poetic description of a collective
mentalstate and an analytical concept, Susan Buck-Morss
attempts to come to terms with mass dreamworlds atthe
moment of their passing. She shows how dreamworlds
became dangerous when their energy was usedby the
structures of power as an instrument of force against the
masses. Stressing the similaritiesbetween the East and West
and using the end of the Cold War as her point of departure,
she examinesboth extremes of mass utopia, dreamworld and
catastrophe.The book is in four parts. "Dreamworlds
ofDemocracy" asks whether collective sovereignty can ever
be democratic. "Dreamworlds of History"calls for a rethinking
of revolution by political and artistic avant-gardes.
"Dreamworlds of MassCulture" explores the affinities between
mass culture's socialist and capitalist forms. An"Afterward"
places the book in the historical context of the author's
collaboration with a group ofMoscow philosophers and artists
over the past two tumultuous decades. The book is an
experiment invisual culture, using images as philosophy,
presenting, literally, a way of seeing the past. Itspictorial
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War are threatened withoblivion and challenge common
conceptions of what this century was all about.
In a society that awaits 'the new' in every medium, what
happens to last year's new? From player pianos to vinyl
records, and from the typewriter to the telephone, 'Residual
Media' is an innovative approach to the aging of culture and
reveals that, ultimately, new cultural phenomena rely on
encounters with the old.
An exploration of the interaction of aesthetics and politics in
Bertolt Brecht's "photoepigrams."
Movie Circuits is a book about cinema; more precisely, it is
about how technological changes are negotiated within the
operation of the medium, thus resulting in the preservation,
obsolescence and expansion of its conventional apparatus.
Based on an active effort to take distance from traditional
disciplines, the author produces scholarship from the
standpoint of the flusserian functionaries of the apparatus. He
deploys his empirical, hands-on experience with the medium
underpinnings, both as a projectionist and a curator, as a
form of practice-based approach able to pierce through the
veils of the scientific paradigm and medial ideology alike, in
order to better comprehend the relationship between moving
image and media technology. Departing from the modes of
organization of cinema promoted by different cultural
practices, from art making to piracy, the volume does a critical
revision of current theories, putting into question the
institutional character of medium ontology.
"Like a careful gardener, Miriam Hansen planted and
interwove traditions of Frankfurt critical theory, modern film
history, and her own critical passions and curiosity. She is an
important transatlantic bridge for the traditions of
enlightenment and film art. She was not only a theoretical
mind, but someone who also exerted a strong, practical
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Studies In Contemporary German Social Thoughtinfluence on filmmaking. Because of her, the Minutenfilm saw
a rebirth, as well as film projected onto multiple screens, the
Max Ophuls renaissance, and much more. We auteurs
listened to her. She was--as she sat in her Chicago office and
worked, occasionally glancing over the lake--our prophet."
--Alexander Kluge, "Berlin Journal" ""Cinema and Experience"
is a doubly poignant book: simultaneously a soulful
investigation into the complex fate of experience in a mass-
mediated modernity and the posthumous publication of the
culminating masterwork of one the master scholars of cinema
studies. Rich and probing insights resonate from every page
of this wonderful volume." --Dana Polan, author of "Scenes of
Instruction: The Beginnings of the U.S. Study of Film" "Miriam
Hansen's brilliant analysis of the cinematic experience
combines a democratic respect for mass culture with the
highest standards of scholarly excellence. Mickey Mouse,
slapstick comedy, the photographic image and filmed reality
become her keys to deciphering the philosophical differences
between Adorno and Benjamin, and the philosophical
significance of Kracauer's journalistic eye. The present--new
media, social networking, drone warfare--is never out of her
sight. For the beginning student and the advanced scholar in
multiple disciplines, Hansen's writing is a gift, and a roadmap
to every relevant scholarly debate. This is an indispensable
book by an irreplaceable author. We shall miss her." --Susan
Buck-Morss, author of "The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter
Benjamin and the Arcades Project" "Miriam Hansen's study is
the first comprehensive reconstruction of the complex
theoretical frames in which Adorno, Benjamin, and Kracauer
set their philosophical thoughts on film and cinema. Hansen's
profound knowledge of the complete works of these influential
thinkers allows her to relate questions of film and cinema
aesthetics to the core thoughts of the Critical Theory of the
Frankfurt School in manifold and sometimes surprisingly new
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Studies In Contemporary German Social Thoughtways. This study will establish a new look at the Frankfurt
School as well as on film theory in general." --Gertrud Koch,
author of "Siegfried Kracauer: An Introduction" "In her
posthumous book, Miriam Hansen offers novel readings, both
subtle and robust, of Kracauer, Benjamin, and Adorno's
reflections on cinema as experience, weaving often
disconnected threads into a tapestry of common concepts
and concerns that highlights closeness and distance between
these writers in unexpected ways. What emerges is yet
another Frankfurt School: Critical Theory as media aesthetics
and theory of experience. The triangulation of Adorno and
Benjamin with Kracauer permits her to think beyond the
annoyingly persistent accounts pitting the Eurocentric
mandarin against the progressive film and media theorist. The
inspirational role of Kracauer for Benjamin is finally
acknowledged and Kracauer is freed from the
misunderstanding of his work on photography and film as a
naive realism. And who but Miriam Hansen would have been
able to link Benjamin's notion of aura--explicated in a much
broadened discursive and political context--to Adorno's
aesthetic of natural beauty? Thinking with Adorno beyond
Adorno in modernist aesthetics, with Benjamin beyond
Benjamin in media theory, with Kracauer beyond Kracauer on
mass culture, she keeps the legacy of Critical Theory alive for
an analysis of human experience and cultural practice in our
age of digital media." --Andreas Huyssen, Columbia Unive
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